MAKING THE GRADE
UPDATE

A - F Letter Grades
A = Exemplary Performance
B = Recognized Performance
C = Acceptable Performance
D = Performance That Needs Improvement
F = Unacceptable Performance

Grades
Each domain will receive a letter grade
Overall letter grades will also be given

Districts receive A-F rating beginning 2018
Campuses receive Met Standard or Improvement Required in 2018 and A-F rating beginning in 2019

THREE DOMAINS

A = Exemplary Performance
B = Recognized Performance
C = Acceptable Performance
D = Performance That Needs Improvement
F = Unacceptable Performance

Grades
Each domain will receive a letter grade
Overall letter grades will also be given

Districts receive A-F rating beginning 2018
Campuses receive Met Standard or Improvement Required in 2018 and A-F rating beginning in 2019

A = Exemplary Performance
B = Recognized Performance
C = Acceptable Performance
D = Performance That Needs Improvement
F = Unacceptable Performance

Grades
Each domain will receive a letter grade
Overall letter grades will also be given

Districts receive A-F rating beginning 2018
Campuses receive Met Standard or Improvement Required in 2018 and A-F rating beginning in 2019

Three Domains

Student Achievement Domain
Student Progress Domain
Closing The Gaps Domain

PostSecondary Readiness Domain Removed
CaSE Rating Repealed

ADDITIONAL INFORMATION
Extra-curricular/Co-curricular Indicator Study to determine feasibility for accountability incorporation.
District/Campus Improvement Plan requirements
January 1, 2019 “What if Report”
PEG list from unacceptable campuses
Local accountability system development
Commissioner visits with ESCs and superintendents throughout 2017 for additional input
Administrative Ruling Adoption Spring 2018

Approved by Governor on 6/16/2017